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“Cocktail party” speech perception is largely studied using either linguistic or nonspeech noise maskers.
Few studies have addressed how listeners understand speech during concurrent music. We used popular
songs to probe the effects of familiarity and different inherent properties of background music (i.e., isolated vocals, isolated instruments, or unprocessed song) on speech recognition. Participants performed
an open-set sentence recognition task in the presence of familiar and unfamiliar music maskers (5 dB
signal-to-noise ratio [SNR]) composed of the full unprocessed song, only the instrumentals, or only the
vocals. We found that full songs negatively affected recognition performance more so than isolated
vocals and instrumentals. Surprisingly, there was also an interaction with music familiarity; well-known
music impaired performance in the homologous full song and instrumental conditions. Our results show
strong effects of song component and familiarity on speech recognition ability, highlighting interactions
between both physical and psychological characteristics of musical noise on task performance.
Familiarity impairs speech perception when background music features the instrumentals with or without the vocals. Our ﬁndings have implications for understanding the possible facilitation (or interference) of background music during concurrent linguistic tasks including academic study in attempts to
promote learning.
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intelligibility, especially in older adults (Bas
kent et al., 2014;
Ekström & Borg, 2011). Previous studies probing the cocktail
party effect with regard to music have used instrumental melodies
(Ekström & Borg, 2011) or synthetic “music-shaped noise”
(Eskridge et al., 2012) maskers. The Music-In-Noise Task (Coffey
et al., 2019) uses multi-instrumental maskers and melodic targets
as an analogue to speech recognition in multitalker babble.
Though Music-In-Noise Task performance correlates with speechin-noise listening abilities, it uses different musical cues (e.g.,
rhythm, melodic prediction) to measure nonlinguistic auditory
stream segregation. Despite the advantages of these assays, they
fail to exploit the rich nature of ecologically valid music heard in
everyday life.
Background music has well-established effects on behavioral
performance in various domains. Listening to music increases the
average power exerted by athletes (Atkinson et al., 2004; Chtourou
et al., 2012), improves reaction times in driving-related tasks (Beh
& Hirst, 1999), inﬂuences purchases while shopping (North et al.,
1999), and affects the speed of reading (Kallinen, 2002) and drawing (Nittono et al., 2000). The impact of background music on
concurrent cognitive tasks is less clear. In a meta-analysis of background music literature, Kämpfe et al. (2011) found that both
memory and reading comprehension are impaired as compared
with silence. However, other studies have demonstrated beneﬁcial
effects of music on concentration (Darrow et al., 2006), general

In real-life scenarios, listeners constantly face the “cocktail
party problem”: extracting target speech while suppressing other
sounds in a complex auditory scene (Bregman, 1990; Cherry,
1953; Yost, 1997). Many studies investigating the cocktail party
effect use multitalker babble (Arons, 2008; Bronkhorst, 2015) to
simulate conversational listening in a crowded room. However,
naturalistic cocktail party scenarios often include background
music (e.g., concerts, restaurants) that can be detrimental to speech
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intelligence test performance (Cockerton et al., 1997), and linguistic processing (Angel et al., 2010).
Presumably, these effects are moderated by acoustic and perceptual components of the background music. For example, reading
comprehension is impaired when music is faster and louder
(Thompson et al., 2012), and spatial ability is affected by music
that is faster or in a major key (Husain et al., 2002). The arousal–mood hypothesis (Husain et al., 2002; Thompson et al., 2001)
suggests these components inﬂuence arousal level and mood,
which in turn affect task performance.
Similarly, many studies (Crawford & Strapp, 1994; Darrow et
al., 2006; Martin et al., 1988; Perham & Currie, 2014) showed that
the presence of lyrics in background music negatively affects cognitive task performance more than instrumental music. Lyrics
introduce meaningful linguistic input, resulting in a switch from
energetic masking (just instrumental) to informational masking.
Even without lyrics (melodies sung on a “la” syllable), listeners
show enhanced memory for vocal melodies (Weiss et al., 2012),
perhaps demonstrating stronger processing of vocal sounds in general (Weiss et al., 2017).
Evidence surrounding the role of familiarity in background
music is also mixed. Using pupillometry, Weiss et al. (2016)
showed increased arousal for familiar versus unfamiliar music, as
well as for vocal versus instrumental melodies. This increased
physiological arousal for familiar music improves concurrent behavioral tasks requiring concentration (Fontaine & Schwalm,
1979). These results are supported by the arousal–mood hypothesis (Thompson et al., 2001) whereby music’s inﬂuence on behavioral performance might be moderated by arousal. Familiar
background music also improves word identiﬁcation (Russo &
Pichora-Fuller, 2008) and semantic congruity judgements (Feng &
Bidelman, 2015) as compared with unfamiliar music. However, de
Groot and Smedinga (2014) showed a detrimental effect of familiar background lyrics on foreign language learning. Familiar music
also decreases acceptable background noise levels during speech
processing (Ahn et al., 2015), indicating listeners are more tolerant
of the competing signal. On the contrary, familiar music evokes
strong autobiographical memories (Janata et al., 2007) and intense
emotions (Ali & Peynircioglu, 2010), which may distract from target speech processing. Altogether, the above ﬁndings are somewhat equivocal in describing the effects of background music and
its familiarity on concurrent cognitive tasks. One explanation for
this may be the varying deﬁnitions of “familiarity” used across
studies. “Familiar” stimuli have ranged from melodies heard only
a single time (Weiss et al., 2016) to music heard countless times in
everyday life (Russo & Pichora-Fuller, 2008).
The current study sought to investigate the role of different song
components and familiarity in speech recognition. Participants
completed a sentence recognition task in the presence of music
maskers composed of popular songs that were either familiar or
unfamiliar. In addition, the maskers were composed of different
song aspects (the full song, the isolated instrumentals, or the isolated vocals) in order to probe their speciﬁc roles in masking sentences. We hypothesized that speech recognition would be poorest
in the presence of full song maskers and also suffer in the isolated
vocals condition due to the introduction of competing linguistic information (Martin et al., 1988) that uses more processing resources
(Weiss et al., 2016). We also predicted better performance when
the songs were identiﬁed as familiar versus unfamiliar (Feng &

Bidelman, 2015; Russo & Pichora-Fuller, 2008), supporting the
notion that familiarity enhances concurrent linguistic processing.

Method
Participants
The sample included 24 young adults aged 19 to 31 (M = 24.7,
SD = 3.1 years; 10 male) recruited via social media advertising to participate in the online experiment. Because all song conditions were
counterbalanced across participants, a sample size of 24 allowed for
four full counterbalanced rotations. All self-reported normal hearing
and English as their native language and had an average of 17.1 6 2.4
years of formal education. 20 listeners reported having musical training
(M = 9.3, SD = 4.6 years). Each was paid for their time and gave written informed consent in compliance with a protocol approved by the
Institutional Review Board at the University of Memphis.

Stimuli
Speech and Music Materials
Speech recognition performance was measured using the Harvard
IEEE sentences (Rothauser, 1969) presented in various forms of
background music. Music maskers were selected from popular songs
identiﬁed in pilot testing as having a high/low degree of familiarity.
A pilot sample of N = 15 listeners (age: 22–36 years; M = 27.1, SD =
4.8) heard 20 songs and rated each song on a 5-point scale (1 = not
familiar, 5 = extremely familiar). The two songs with the lowest and
highest familiarity scores were chosen for our “Unfamiliar” and “Familiar” conditions, respectively. The Unfamiliar songs were “Play
With Fire” by Hilary Duff (rating M = 1.13, SD = .34) and “Warmer
in the Winter by Lindsey Stirling (M = 1.13, SD = .50), and the Familiar songs were “Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree” by Brenda
Lee (M = 4.73, SD = 1) and “Just Dance” by Lady Gaga (M = 4.13,
SD = 1.36). Conditions were externally validated using data from the
Billboard Hot 100 chart history (billboard.com). “Rockin’ Around
the Christmas Tree” peaked at number two on the chart in 2019, and
“Just Dance” peaked at number one in 2009; neither of the unfamiliar
songs have been listed on the Hot 100 chart (www.billboard.com/
charts/hot-100).

Vocal/Instrumental Isolation
We processed full song ﬁles using a machine learning algorithm
(LALAL.AI; available at www.lalal.ai) trained to separate instrumental and vocal stems in audio ﬁles (sample stimuli available in
online supplemental materials). This allowed us to “unmix” the
studio-recorded music clips and isolate the vocals and instrumentals from the aggregate recording. All music ﬁles (four songs each
with the full song, isolated vocals, and isolated instrumentals)
were sampled at 44,100 Hz, converted to mono for diotic presentation, and root mean square amplitude normalized after silences at
the beginning and the end of each sound clip were deleted. Though
not critical given the suprathreshold nature of our task, exact presentation level was necessarily dependent on listeners’ at-home
audio conﬁguration (e.g., soundcard, headphones) and was thus
unknown. Nevertheless, estimated output level based on laboratory calibrations was 70 dB sound pressure level (Sennheiser
HD280 Pro headphones). Participants were instructed to adjust
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their computer volume to 75% full scale for the duration of the
experiment. The stimulus presentation was piloted at 0dB SNR,
but participants reached ceiling results at this level for 90% of trials across conditions. Consequently, stimuli were presented at
5dB SNR for the experiment proper, which decreased the ceiling
trials across conditions to a range of 55% to 75%.1
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Task
The experiment was completed remotely. Listeners downloaded
and ran the behavioral task (described in the following text) on their
personal computer (17 MAC, 7 PC). The paradigm was coded in
MATLAB 2020 and compiled into a standalone executable application for local runtime deployment using the MATLAB Compiler
(The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Participants were instructed to wear
headphones (14 in-ear buds, nine circumaural, one not reported).
Stimuli were presented in three blocks of 120 sentences (30 sentences per masker). Each block featured the concurrent music
under one of the three song properties (i.e., instrumentals alone,
vocals alone, full song = vocals þ instrumentals). Condition order
and song order within each block were counterbalanced across
participants. On each trial, participants were asked to recall each
sentence by typing their response on the screen. They pressed
ENTER to advance to the next trial. The experiment paused every
30 trials. Each stimulus began at the ﬁrst trial in the block and
played continuously for the duration of the 30 sentences.
Following the experimental task, participants completed a survey to rate their familiarity with each of the four songs as in the
pilot study. They were also prompted to name the song and/or
artist if they were able.

Statistical Analysis
We logged the number of correctly recalled keywords (out of
ﬁve) per sentence. Percent correct scores were rationalized arcsine
transformed (Studebaker, 1985) to account for correlations of the
variances and mean in proportionate scores. Data were analyzed
using a maximal linear mixed-effects analysis of variance
(ANOVA) model (Barr et al., 2013) via the lme4 package in R (R
Core-Team, 2020). Fixed effects were song condition (three levels:
full song, instrumentals, vocals) and familiarity (two levels: familiar
vs. unfamiliar). Subjects, sentence item, and condition order served
as random effects. For nonsigniﬁcant effects determined via frequentist statistics, we also conducted Bayes Factor analysis using
the BayesFactor toolbox (Morey & Rouder, 2018) to assess the
likelihood of evidence in support of or against the null hypothesis.
We used the MIR toolbox (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007) to
characterize various acoustic measures of the background music
maskers: beats per minute (BPM), beat strength (relative importance of metric pulse clarity), spectral centroid (average frequency
of the power spectrum), event density (average number of auditory
events, or local temporal envelope peaks, per second), and spectral
spread (standard deviation of spectral power). These analyses
allowed us to investigate the explanatory power of salient acoustic
features on task performance, as well as any interactions with variables of interest (song condition and familiarity).

3
Results

Participants rated the songs “Just Dance” and “Rockin’ Around
the Christmas Tree” as more familiar than “Play With Fire” and
“Warmer in the Winter,” t(23) = 24.98, p , .0001, validating our
preselected song familiarity categories (Figure 1). Furthermore, participants correctly identiﬁed the song title more often for the familiar (92%) than for unfamiliar (2%) songs. A 233 ANOVA showed
speech recognition was strongly modulated by song condition, F(2,
42.64) = 31.62, p , .0001, g2p = .60, and the familiarity of background music, F(1, 25.04) = 38.94, p , .001, g2p = .61 (Figure 2).
Post hoc contrasts revealed performance in the full song condition
was worse than in the isolated instrumentals (z = 7.28, p , .0001)
and isolated vocals (z = 6.44, p , .0001). There was no difference
between the instrumental and vocal conditions (z = .85, p = .671); a
BFH0 = .297 indicated moderate evidence favoring the null for this
contrast (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2014).
More critically, there was Condition 3 Familiarity interaction, F
(2, 46.39) = 13.32, p , .0001, g2p = .36. Post hoc Tukey-adjusted
contrasts revealed speech recognition was poorer for familiar versus
unfamiliar music when the background was the full song (z =
7.91, p , .0001) and instrumentals alone (z = 2.46, p = .014).
There was no familiarity effect in the isolated vocals condition (z =
1.49, p = .14; BFH0 = .56, anecdotal evidence favoring the null).
We used a simple linear regression model to investigate relations
between salient acoustic properties of the music maskers and task
performance. Neither spectral centroid, F(1, 8530) = .007, p = .932,
nor BPM, F(1, 8530) = .064, p = .801, impacted speech recognition
performance. There was a signiﬁcant effect of pulse, F(1, 8530) =
54.85, p , .0001; music with stronger beat periodicity strength
decreased performance. However, the effect size was negligibly
small (h2 = .004). There were also signiﬁcant effects of event density, F(1, 8547) =172.82, p , .0001, h2 = .012, and spectral spread,
F(1, 8547) = 4.433, p = .035, h2 = .019. Consequently, we reran the
omnibus ANOVA above adding density and spread as acoustic covariates. Spectral spread was no longer a signiﬁcant predictor of task
performance once factored into the full model, F(1, 8481.5) =.026, p
= .873. Event density remained signiﬁcant, F(1, 8460.7) =5.118, p ,
.0237; h2 = .0006, suggesting that music selections with more temporal events per unit time hindered speech recognition performance.
However, the much larger (by several orders of magnitude) effect
sizes of song condition (h2 = .42), familiarity (h2 = .35), and their
interaction (h2 = .22) conﬁrmed that those variables were more
prominent drivers of listeners’ sentence recognition scores than
acoustic properties of the music maskers alone.

Discussion
We used a speech recognition task in the presence of popular
music maskers to probe the effect of background music on speechlanguage processing. By varying the musical components (vocals,
instrumentals, or both) and the familiarity of the background
music, we were able to parse the roles that those features play in
perceptually interfering with concurrent speech. Speech
1

The proportion of ceiling results for each cell of the ﬁnal design were:
familiar song (0.55), familiar instrumental (0.76), familiar vocals (0.73),
unfamiliar song (0.65), unfamiliar instrumentals (0.75), and unfamiliar
vocals (0.73).
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Figure 1

Mean Participant Familiarity Ratings for Songs in Each Familiarity Condition
5

***

Song
’Just Dance’
’Play with Fire’

3

’Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree’
’Warmer in the Winter’
2

1
Familiar
Unfamiliar
Familiarity Condition

Note. 1 = not familiar; 5 = extremely familiar. Error bars = 61 s.e.m. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.

recognition was more severely impaired by full songs than the isolated instrumentals or vocals. Familiar background music inhibited
speech recognition more than unfamiliar music, and the effect was
seen only when the maskers were full songs or solely instrumentals. In addition, this effect was much larger for the full songs than
the instrumentals.
The arousal–mood hypothesis (Thompson et al., 2001) would predict that conditions provoking the higher levels of arousal (familiar
music and isolated vocals) would result in enhanced recognition
scores. However, this was not what we found in the present study.
Poorer task performance in the familiar music condition may be a

Figure 2

Performance on Sentence Recognition Task as a Function of
Song Condition and Familiarity
100
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Percent Correct
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Familiarity Rating
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Note. Error bars = 95% conﬁdence intervals. *p , 0.05. ***p ,0.0001.
The longer horizontal signiﬁcance line represents the effect of condition.
See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.

function of attention resource allocation. The load theory of attention
(Lavie et al., 2004) posits that as demand on higher cognitive functions
increases, perceptual control (i.e., the ability to suppress distractor interference) is impaired, resulting in poorer selective attention. Here,
our paradigm required recognizing sentences in noise while tuning out
music distractors. It is possible that familiar music may be more distracting because song recognition draws on cognitive resources. This
would account for the overall worse performance in the presence of familiar songs found in this study. Arousal seems to beneﬁt performance
by overcoming the detrimental effects of decreased cognitive resources
(Thompson et al., 2012). It may be the case here that the conditions
showing the poorest performance (familiar, full song, etc.) required
enough attentional resources—that is, the background music was so
distracting—that any beneﬁts from increased arousal were suppressed.
Load theory may also account for the interaction between condition and familiarity, where music familiarity played a detrimental
role only in the full song and instrumental conditions. Kraemer et al.
(2005) found that when silent gaps were inserted in familiar songs,
greater primary auditory cortical activation was induced as compared
with unfamiliar songs (true for songs with and without lyrics). Participants also reported hearing a continuation of the familiar songs during these gaps. This continuing auditory imagery suggests listeners
might mentally follow (covertly “sing”) along with the familiar
music, recruiting primary and associated auditory regions (Zatorre &
Halpern, 2005). Recognition and distraction of the familiar music, in
addition to the concurrent “singing along” to the song, places an
increased load on both cognitive and sensory resources (Herholz et
al., 2012; Zatorre & Halpern, 2005), thus reducing ability to suppress
the background music distractors as observed in our data.
Our ﬁnding that familiarity negatively affects performance contradicts previous studies suggesting familiar background music is beneﬁcial to speech perception. For example, Russo and Pichora-Fuller
(2008) suggested that familiar background music generates stronger
expectancies that tax fewer cognitive resources and carry over to the
attended stream, thus enhancing speech recognition. Feng and
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Bidelman (2015) showed similar results with familiar music causing
faster lexical semantic judgements and fewer mind-wandering episodes. However, both studies used solely instrumental music, as well
as different tasks (word identiﬁcation and semantic judgment tasks,
respectively). It is possible that the more complex demands of sentence-level processing (current study) elicit stronger familiarity
effects. Russo and Pichora-Fuller (2008) used pop songs, but only
instrumental versions. In the current study, the familiarity effects
were strongest in the full song condition, which is the version of the
song listeners would have been exposed to. Although listeners recognize the instrumental version, the full songs may be considered more
“familiar” to the listener. These versions may even be associated
with strong emotions and/or memories (Janata et al., 2007), which
would make them more distracting. Future studies examining a variety of auditory–linguistic tasks are needed to test these possibilities.
It is important to acknowledge that this study was conducted online,
and while participants were instructed to attend to the target sentences,
it is possible they may have gone off-task and listened more closely to
familiar music, which would explain the unexpected negative familiarity effect found here. However, mind wandering occurs more frequently in unfamiliar background music (Feng & Bidelman, 2015).
The online format of the experiment also limited playback volume
control. Participants were instructed to set their computer volume to
75% for the duration of the experiment, but this does not ensure uniform loudness and sound levels across speaker/headphone systems.
Intersubject variability due to loudness may have impacted our ability
to detect some of the smaller effects in our study design.
Although all music clips were matched in overall amplitude, their
acoustic features change in a time-varying manner. For example, perceived loudness may vary on short time scales, especially between the
isolated vocals and the other two conditions. Louder background music
negatively affects concurrent cognitive performance (Thompson et al.,
2012), which may account for the poor speech recognition in our full
song condition if they were indeed perceived as louder than the other
two song conditions. In addition, natural gaps in the isolated vocals
conditions may provide multiple looks (Viemeister & Wakeﬁeld,
1991) to glimpse speech from the target sentences, thus increasing recognition. It is important to note that while the time-varying nature of
our stimuli is somewhat captured by frame decomposition in our
acoustic calculations, stimulus features were averaged over the full recording, not at the local level.
Better recognition performance in the instrumental condition versus
the full song also suggests that the presence of vocals hinders speech
recognition. This may be a result of vocals introducing informational
masking whereby linguistic cues in both the target and masker conﬂict
and hinder performance. However, arousal is greater in response to
vocal melodies than to instrumental melodies (Weiss et al., 2016),
which may improve attention to the speech target. Conceivably, this
increased arousal may overcome the informational masking, thus preserving speech recognition. In addition to the natural gaps allowing
multiple looks (Viemeister & Wakeﬁeld, 1991), the AI algorithm separation of the vocal stem from the full song created amplitude artifacts
in the isolated vocal stimuli. Though the songs were still easily recognizable, the ﬂuctuations may have continuously interrupted auditory
streaming and thus reduced interference on sentence recognition
(Fiveash et al., 2018). Increased arousal to vocal melodies, natural
silences in the vocals, and the amplitude artifacts may all allow the listener to overcome the informational masking, thus preserving speech
recognition. An ideal isolated vocal stimulus would originate from a
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multitrack (studio) recording of the original song, but these are often
not publicly available.
Further supporting our claim of a purely cognitive familiarity
effect, neither tempo (BPM) nor spectral centroid (average frequency on power spectrum) was a signiﬁcant predictor of task performance. Pulse (beat strength) did predict performance but with a
negligible effect size. In addition, the isolated vocals condition had
a much lower average pulse (.164) than the full song (.448) and
instrumental (.414) conditions. Thus, the signiﬁcant pulse effect is
likely confounded with the condition factor, which showed a similar
pattern. This was also the case with density, where the full song had
a higher event density value (2.48) than the instrumental (1.97) and
vocal (1.88) conditions, again resembling the behavioral results.
In summary, our results demonstrate that familiar music negatively
affects sentence recognition but only when it contains the instrumental element of the music (i.e., vocals alone fail to impact speech
understanding). In addition, sentence recognition is worse when listening to a full song than when listening to its instrumentals or isolated vocals. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study using AI audio
separation to examine how the vocal and instrumental components of
popular songs independently affect concurrent speech perception.
Using natural stimuli derived from popular songs increases the ecological validity of this work, and may inform future studies aiming to
utilize more realistic “cocktail party” scenarios.
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